Investigators Are Breaking Domestic Infidelity Cases with EasyTracGPS’ ComTrac
“Covert Pro”
EasyTracGPS, Inc is a leading provider of GPS tracking and fleet management systems for businesses and consumers
worldwide. Private investigators are using their ComTrac “Covert Pro” GPS vehicle tracking system to assist in domestic
infidelity, divorce, and custody cases.
CHICAGO, IL, May 25, 2012 – The current economic climate has resulted in many a stressful home life. A trend in
domestic cases is always an unfortunate byproduct of a tough economic situation. Consumers are seeking private
investigators who are thrifty and who are using technology to help stretch a buck. Investigators continue to turn to
EasyTracGPS and their ComTrac “Covert Pro” to help stretch client retainers and improve surveillance results.
A wireless magnetic vehicle tracking device, the ComTrac “Covert Pro” offers live 10 second position updates, robust alerts and
reports, historical playback of daily movements, and the convenience of extended battery life. It substitutes for costly
manpower in the field and eliminates the need for close-quarter vehicle surveillance.
“At one point, covert vehicle tracking devices lagged far behind the rest of the industry. The technological advances just
weren’t on par with their fleet tracking counterparts,” explained Daniel Villalobos, Director of Sales & Marketing with
EasyTracGPS. “In the past, investigators who were trying to be early-adopters of the technology were forced to use
devices that weren’t designed for covert tracking applications, such as trailer tracking devices, etc. They were big, and
the tracking systems were only offering passive 5 or 10 minute tracking updates to the investigator”.
“In covert vehicle tracking 5 or 10 minutes is a lifetime but, that was all that could be offered since anything faster would
have drained the older batteries much too quickly,” stated Bob Munoz, one of EasyTracGPS’ Covert Tracking Specialists.
“We’re very proud of the ComTrac “Covert Pro”. It’s small; it offers live 10 second position updates, flexible mapping,
reporting, and alert options, and has a long battery life in the field”.
EasyTracGPS’ ComTrac™ line of GPS tracking systems are pioneering vehicle fleet and asset management, covert
vehicle tracking, emergency and responder personnel tracking, and family GPS tracking. Their systems and solutions
yield improved surveillance and positive results for investigative clients worldwide. For additional information, visit
www.easytracgps.com.
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EasyTracGPS is located in the greater Chicago area and is a leading provider of GPS tracking and fleet management
systems. Their devices serve businesses of all sizes including vehicle fleets, private investigators, government agencies,
as well as individual consumers. They have been serving clients worldwide since 2004 and specialize in all aspects of
GPS tracking; from vehicle and asset tracking to personal and pet tracking.
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